A Collection of Crosswalks from Fifteen Research Data Schemas to Schema.org

The Challenge:
Enabling discovery of metadata crosswalks to Schema.org, for sharing resources and improving metadata interoperability.

Produced by: Research Metadata Schemas WG
https://www.rd-alliance.org/groups/research-metadata-schemas-wg
What is the solution?
The Research Metadata Schemas WG collected, aligned and adjusted crosswalks from 15 research data metadata schemas to Schema.org. The crosswalks present semantical mapping of metadata properties from commonly used metadata schemas.

What is the impact?
The collection of crosswalks provides an important insight into semantic interoperability of metadata schemas commonly used for research data. The collection can serve as a reference for data repositories when they develop their own crosswalks or for projects that develop common metadata frameworks.

Find out more about the Supporting Output from the Research Metadata Schemas WG
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